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Abstract—Accurate localisation of flying objects has become
increasingly important in a variety of applications including
navigation, public safety and air defence. Traditional methods
have limitations in terms of cost, complexity and reliance on
active transmitters. In contrast, passive radio signal detection
offers a viable solution for object location. This paper presents
a dedicated hardware node designed for the development of a
telemetry and localisation system based on LoRa modulation
technology. It provides an overview of passive radio signal
detection and its potential applications in locating flying objects,
particularly in rocket tracking and positioning systems.

Index Terms—Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA), localisation,
LoRa, hardware, multilateration

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditional methods for object localisation, such as radar,
often rely on active transmitters, which can be costly, complex,
and limited in their range. In contrast, passive radio signal
detection provides a promising solution for locating objects
without the need to emit additional signals. This technology
relies on detection and analysis of radio signals emitted by
the objects of interest. By measuring the time difference of
arrival (TDoA) of these signals at multiple reference points, it
is possible to determine the position of the object.

As rocket technology has advanced, so has the need for
accurate tracking and positioning systems. During a rocket’s
flight, it is crucial to have accurate information about its
location and trajectory. The most common method of locali-
sation today - the use of a Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) - has some drawbacks in such an application. GNSS
localisation requires additional hardware, such as a special
module and antenna, which must function correctly despite the
rocket’s rotation. This increases the cost of the equipment, the
power consumption of the electronic module and the weight.

In such a case, multilateration, a well-established technique
in the field of navigation, offers a solution to accurately
determine the rocket’s position based on TDoA measurements
from multiple reference points. The article describes a custom
printed circuit board that provides a compact, cheap and

reliable solution for object localisation. It is a good alternative
for expensive solutions, often only available to the military
or aerospace industry. The article also provides an overview
of TDoA-based multilateration for rocket localisation. It ex-
amines the principles of passive radio signal detection, the
calculation of TDoA and the application of multilateration
algorithms to determine the position of the rocket. It also
discusses the challenges and considerations specific to rocket
tracking systems, and presents potential applications and future
directions in the field.

A. Possible applications

Rocket localisation systems based on TDoA and multilatera-
tion using low-cost hardware solutions have many applications
and offer exciting possibilities for future development. Some
of the potential applications are

‚ Rocket testing: Accurate localisation enables detailed
performance analysis during test flights.

‚ Safety and tracking: TDoA and multilateration-based
systems provide real-time rocket position to monitor and
ensure safet

‚ Research and development: Accurate position data
supports scientific experiments, payload deployment and
trajectory optimisation.

II. EXISTING LOCALISATION METHODS

Three common methods are often used to track rock-
ets, especially sounding rockets: TDoA-based multilateration,
GPS/GNSS-based localisation, and inertial navigation systems
(INS). Other methods include Time of Arrival (ToA) and
Angle/Direction of Arrival (AoA/DoA). TDoA-based multi-
lateration involves measuring the time difference of arrival
of radio signals emitted by the rocket at multiple reference
points [1]. At the same time, these transmissions can be
used to transmit the telemetry data from the rocket. The
method provides real-time tracking and reasonable accuracy
but requires synchronised receivers and careful placement of
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reference points (anchors) [2]. In many recent studies the
authors choose for these applications modules using LoRa
modulation [3], which is specially designed to provide a long
range of transmission with low transmitting power. LoRa
modulation offers different settings and spreading factors that
can be used to balance the trade-off between bandwidth, range
and available bit rate. LoRa is a robust modulation, resistant
to Doppler frequency shift [4] and interference. This makes it
a good choice for many IoT applications and sensor networks.

In some countries where there is a developed LoRaWAN
network, TDoA location is supported by the provider’s infras-
tructure and can be easily used, as has been demonstrated in
many papers, e.g. [5]. A LoRaWAN network is unfortunately
not available in most places, so a bespoke (or ”private”)
network of receivers is required [6]. Some other methods
can also be used, one of which is the Received Signal
Strength (RSS) method, which is simpler than TDoA, can be
implemented with the same limited set of hardware, but is less
accurate [7] [8]. For both methods, the placement of anchor
nodes can significantly affect the accuracy of localisation
[9]. The TDoA method can be supplemented by the Angle
of Arrival/Direction of Arrival method when more complex
antenna arrays are used in the receivers. In these systems, the
direction to the transmitter is estimated based by analysing
the signal phase shifts in an antenna array of the receiver.
The location of the transmitter can then be estimated using
the information about antenna array direction of receivers and
their locations to triangulate the location of the transmitter.
At the cost of complex receiver hardware, the receivers do
not need to be synchronised. Another system, called Time of
Arrival, requires the transmitter to be synchronised with the
receivers. A timestamped packet is sent and the receivers can
calculate the time of flight from the difference between the
time of the timestamp and the time of reception.

GPS/GNSS-based positioning is based on satellite signals
received by the rocket’s GNSS receivers. It provides global
coverage and high accuracy but can have limitations in certain
environments and can be susceptible to signal loss or inter-
ference. As mentioned in the introduction, this method also
increases the overall cost of the device, increasing its weight,
size and power consumption compared to a device sufficient
for TDoA positioning. There may also be some problems with
good antenna placement.

INS systems estimate the position of the rocket using ac-
celerometers and gyroscopes, providing autonomous tracking
capabilities. This method is self-sufficient as the position can
be calculated by the rocket’s computer without any information
from other sources, unlike TDoA and GNSS methods which
rely on other devices located away from the rocket. This
method also increases the overall cost of the equipment
compared to the TDoA method and increases the power
consumption, both of which increase significantly, especially
if high accuracy is expected. A major disadvantage of this
method is that it inherently suffers from the accumulation of
errors over time.

III. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The method selected for further development is TDoA-
based localisation.

The principle that is used in this case is the passive detection
and analysis of radio signals emitted by an object of interest,
such as a rocket. To do this, the object is fitted with a
radio transmitter, that emits signals at regular intervals. These
signals can be detected by a network of receivers (anchors)
strategically placed in the surrounding area.

To accurately determine the position of a rocket, it is
essential to measure the exact times at which the radio signals
were received by the anchors. Te TDoA can then be calculated
for the same transmission received by several of anchors.
Differences in the time of arrival of a signal at different
reference points are caused by differences in the distance
between the transmitter and receiver. By measuring the TDoA,
it is possible to triangulate the position of the rocket relative
to the reference points.

To obtain the most accurate results, the receivers must be
placed in a circle with a radius from the test object that allows
for sufficiently strong signal to be received, which depends on
using antennas with sufficient gain and placing them as high
as practically possible.

A. Calculation of Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA)

The calculation of TDoA involves precise timestamp mea-
surements of the arrival time of the radio signals at multiple
reference points. These reference points can be ground-based
stations or even airborne platforms equipped with appropriate
receivers. The TDoA calculation typically consists of the
following steps:

‚ Receiver location: The accurate location of the receivers
must be determined. These locations are reference points
for the further processing steps.

‚ Signal Detection: The receivers capture the radio signals
emitted by the rocket.

‚ Signal synchronisation: The captured signals are syn-
chronized using a common time reference to ensure
accurate timestamp measurements.

‚ Timestamp measurement: The arrival time of the syn-
chronised signals is measured with high accuracy at each
reference point.

‚ TDoA calculation: The TDoA is calculated by taking the
time differences between the arrival times of the signals
at each pair of reference points.

The TDoA values obtained from the calculations serve as
input to the multilateration algorithm, which determines the
rocket’s position [11].

Considering a two-dimensional Euclidean space, there is a
transmitter located at tx, which transmits at time t0 with a
propagation speed of vm

s . The transmission is received by
n stations. The station that first receives the transmission is
located at tpc with a reception time of tc. The remaining n ´

1 stations are located at tpi with reception times ti. For the
first station tpc, the distance between the transmitter tx and the
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station can be expressed as the propagation velocity multiplied
by the flight time:

||tx ´ tpc|| “ vptc ´ t0q (1)

For the remaining stations:

||tx ´ tpi|| “ vpti ´ t0q

“ vpti ´ tc ` tc ` t0q

“ vpti ´ tcq ` vptc ´ t0q

(2)

By combining these expressions, we obtain a single equation
where the only unknown is tx:

||tx ´ tpc|| “ ||tx ´ tpi|| ´ vpti ´ tcq (3)

A set of n ´ 1 equations for n stations can be derived:

||tx´ tpc|| ´ ||tx´ tpi|| `vpti ´ tcq “ 0 , i “ 1, ..., n´1
(4)

Each of these equations represents a hyperbola. To plot these
hyperbolic curves using the intersection of circles method, the
intersection points between two circles must be calculated. The
aim is to find two points of intersection P3 and P 1

3, if they
exist (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Illustrated example of finding the intersection of two circles

For r0 P p0,8q and r1 “ r0 `vpti ´ tcq the following steps
are performed. Calculate the distance d between the centres
of the circles:

d “ ||P1 ´ P0|| (5)

Additionally, if:
d ą r0`r1, the circles are separated and there is no solution.

d ă |r0 ´ r1|, one circle contains the other and there is no
solution. d “ 0 and r0 “ r1, the circles overlap and there
are infinitely many solutions. Considering the two triangles
P0P2P3 and P1P2P3, we can write the following equations:

a2 ` h2 “ r20

b2 ` h2 “ r21
(6)

Using d “ a ` b, we can determine a as:

a “
r20 ´ r21 ` d2

2d
(7)

The equation simplifies to d “ r0 ˘ r1 if the circles touch
at a single point. Substituting a into the first equation gives
h2 “ r20 ´ a2, and we can calculate:

P2 “ P0 `
apP1 ´ P0q

d
(8)

This leads to the final solution from the triangle similarity
P3px3, y3q, P 1

3px1
3, y

1
3q for P0px0, y0q, P1px1, y1q, P2px2, y2q:

x3 “ x2 `
hpy1 ´ y0q

d
x1
3 “ x2 ´

hpy1 ´ y0q

d

y3 “ y2 ´
hpx1 ´ x0q

d
y1
3 “ y2 `

hpx1 ´ x0q

d

(9)

For 2D localisation, a minimum of 3 spatially separated
receivers are required to estimate the state of the object. For
3D tracking, as would be required to locate a rocket in flight,
a minimum of 4 spatially separated receivers are required.
When tracking an object in 3D space with more than 5
stations, the system becomes over-determined. By introducing
an intermediate variable, the non-linear equation can be trans-
formed into a set of equations that are linear for the unknown
parameters and the intermediate variable. Their solution can be
obtained by the method of least squares(LS). Using the known
relationship between the intermediate variable and the position
coordinates, the weighted least squares method (WLS) can be
applied to obtain the final localisation position [12]. Some
other, heuristic optimization algorithms can also be used, like
the one described in [13], [16].

B. Concept of the project

The chosen method has several requirements that the de-
signed hardware must meet. The most basic requirements are
the following:

‚ The hardware must be able to correctly timestamp the
received data. This requires the means to synchronise a
set of receivers.

‚ The hardware shall provide a method of accurately locat-
ing the receiver.

‚ The hardware must be mobile - small in size and battery
powered.

Although specialised standalone modems for LoRa trans-
missions are available and widely used, such as [14], a
different approach was taken. To simplify the hardware and
make it as compact as possible, the designed hardware uses
a microcontroller with an integrated LoRa modem. Instead of
using a separate microcontroller and radio module this makes
it possible to design a smaller, simpler and cheaper board. The
envisaged TDoA system setup consists of a transmitter, multi-
ple receivers, and data collection nodes for location estimation.
The transmitter sends messages and the receivers record the
received data with a timestamp directly onto laptops, via a
USB connection, or store it on an SD card.

The time differences in packet reception times between two
stations were measured, with one station remaining stationary
while the other underwent location changes, as shown in
Fig. 2. A GPS module is used in this study to locate the
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the experimental setup

receiver and to synchronise the receivers. For future research
on synchronisation, the GPS module can also be used for
benchmarking the developed algorithms, or it can be switched
off completely once the position of the receiver has been
established. There are some works on the calculation of TDoA
with different means of synchronisation [15] [17] which may
be tested in the future.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF HARDWARE CONSTRUCTION

The microcontroller chosen, the STM32WL55CCU7 from
STMicroelectronics [18], is a 32-bit dual-core integrated cir-
cuit with built-in LoRa modulation capability and various
features suitable for communicating with peripherals.

The main components of the board are a microcontroller
with an integrated radio module, an antenna amplifier (PA
and LNA) for transmission and reception [19], a GPS module
Quectel L96-33 [20], and two antennas for GPS and the LoRa

Fig. 3. Designed Transceiver PCB

network. The chosen microcontroller, the STMicroelectronics
STM32WL55CCU7, is equipped with a LoRa capable modem
with a wide frequency range of 150 to 960 MHz. This range
covers a significant portion of the radio spectrum commonly
used for TDoA-based positioning systems. It allows the device
to receive signals from multiple transmitters and perform
accurate TDoA calculations. The device developed uses the
433MHz frequency band. A pair of the developed devices is
shown in Fig. 3.

TDoA methods rely on precise time measurements to accu-
rately calculate the time differences between signal arrivals at
different receivers. The current state of the art is to synchronise
and locate modules using signals from GPS modules. Time is
measured using a built-in timer in the STM32WL55 micro-
controller with a clock frequency of 48 MHz. The smallest
possible time resolution was 20.83 ns, which corresponds to
6.25 m of radio signal propagation.

V. DESCRIPTION OF THE SOFTWARE

In its current state, the software running on the microcon-
troller in the receiver module is responsible for maintaining
timestamp synchronisation with other receivers, receiving and
timestamping the received packets and recording them on an
SD card or sending them via a USB connection to a computer.
The data can then be analysed offline. In the future, the
development of localisation algorithms will focus on moving
towards real-time localisation on the development hardware.
This will make it possible to present the results in real
time, together with debug information, for faster algorithm
development and optimisation of system parameters.

During the initial phase of the study, when the receivers
were not synchronised, a time drift in the differences in signal
arrival times was observed (see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Clock cycle drift between two clock oscillators in two different
receivers

Drift occurs because the oscillators are not perfectly identi-
cal. To compensate for this drift, synchronisation is performed
every second. Before using the 1PSS signal, the receivers were
synchronised once at the start of each test.

Synchronisation is achieved using a 1PPS signal from the
satellite-based GPS radio navigation system. When the 1PPS
pulse is received, the counter on the receiver is reset. The
1PPS signal is received once per second. The subsequent
test showed that for stationary equipment, the 1PPS signal
significantly improved the synchronisation of the receivers, so
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that this very simple technique, although not perfect (rollover
error is possible), allowed measurements that were sufficiently
accurate. Some further developments in synchronisation soft-
ware are possible in the future. One idea is to calculate the
difference between the oscillators (i.e. the difference between
their actual frequencies) and make appropriate synchronisation
adjustments. Another idea is to change the clock source for
the receivers to a more accurate one and do the frequency
synchronisation at the oscillator level.

VI. MEASUREMENTS RESULTS

The preliminary simulation results were obtained using
custom developed software to locate the transmitting node.
It was found that for randomly generated arrival times and
locations, as the number of base stations increased beyond
seven, the computation time increased significantly without
a significant improvement in the accuracy of the estimated
location [10]. Following successful algorithm testing, further
studies were initiated using actual base station configurations
and signal arrival time differences.

For this study, a simplified architecture was implemented
consisting of a single transmitter using the NUCLEO-WL55JC
board [21], with custom transceivers acting as receivers. An-
tennas of the devices were placed at a height of 2m. The gain
of the antennas was 2dBi. In these conditions the receiver
received the signal with the lowest RSSI value of -114 dBm
as reported by our system. Please note that we are using a
SKY 65366 frontend in the signal chain.

For artificial, idealised timestamp data, an accuracy of
13.2 m was achieved. The error in this case is due to
the inaccuracies of the available internet maps and possible
errors introduced by conversions between Cartesian and WGS
coordinates. For the real data obtained during the experiment
from the actual transmitter and receiver locations (the same
locations as in the idealised case), the average error was only
40.2 m.

The time difference was measured for one of the pairs
of receivers. The actual distance difference between the first
station and the transmitter (1790 m) and the second station
and the transmitter (86 m) was 1704 m.

The Fig. 5 represents measurements for a series of 350
measurements. The Y-axis represents the time difference in
nanoseconds, while the X-axis represents the number of mea-
surements. The second Y-axis represents the distance travelled
by the radio signal during this time.
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Fig. 5. The difference in clock cycles between two stations

From this series of measurements, the average measurement
from the quantile space was calculated. This average value is
5707.08 ns, which corresponds to a distance of 1710.98 m.
For this single measurement, the error was 7 m. Based on
these measurements and the implemented TDoA algorithm, the
position of the transmitter was calculated, resulting in a final
position error of 40.2 m. Increasing the number of receivers
should improve the location accuracy.

The resulting map was generated using a specially devel-
oped program. The programme used the collected data to plot
the map in Google Maps, allowing a visual representation of
the calculated results, as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Resulting map with the plotted locations of the stations and hyperbolas.
Blue dots - receivers, green dot - transmitter, red dot - the calculated position
of the transmitter.

The results of the study will be used to further develop the
system. The influence of different parameters of the system
must be measured. These parameters include the time interval
between transmissions, the bandwidth, the spreading factor
and the transmission power. All these parameters can be easily
adjusted in the designed board.

VII. CHALLENGES AND CONSIDERATIONS

As evidenced by the experiments performed and the liter-
ature review, the development of a rocket localisation system
based on TDoA and multilateration faces several challenges
and considerations. Some of the key factors to be considered
are:

‚ Accuracy and noise: The accuracy of the TDoA mea-
surements depends on the quality of the received signals
and the presence of noise. Factors such as atmospheric
conditions, signal propagation, and interference can affect
the accuracy of the time of arrival measurements. It is
important to use high gain antennas placed as high as
possible.All these aspects need to be evaluated experi-
mentally in an environment similar to that encountered
during a sounding rocket flight.

‚ Receiver placement: An effective approach for estimat-
ing a 2D position using TDOA is to place three receivers
in an equilateral triangle formation around the signal
source. For 3D position estimation, it is advantageous
to place four receivers in a tetrahedron formation. These
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configurations minimise ambiguity and provide accurate
localisation results in TDOA-based methods.

‚ Synchronisation: Synchronisation in the receivers is
achieved by using a 1 pulse per second (1PPS) signal
derived from the GPS satellite radio navigation system.
When the 1PPS pulse is received, the receiver counter
is reset. The 1PPS signal can also be used to calculate
the discrepancy between the oscillators, which reflects
the difference in their actual frequencies. This can then
be used to obtain accurate TDOA measurements in the
absence of an accurate 1PPS signal.

‚ Real time processing: Real-time processing of the TDoA
measurements is essential for tracking a rocket’s posi-
tion during its flight. Efficient algorithms are required
to process the measurements and estimate the rocket’s
position in real time. This also requires the development
of a method for data exchange between the receivers (and
a possible central processing unit).

VIII. CONCLUSION

TDoA-based multilateration has been shown to be a promis-
ing solution for rocket localisation systems. This paper
presents a low-cost, simple, yet promising localisation system.

The results of the operation of the developed system demon-
strate its effectiveness in accurately estimating the location of
objects. The simple localisation algorithm was tested using
both simulated and real data obtained with the developed
hardware solution. Satisfactory accuracy was achieved in both
cases. The calculated positional accuracy from accurate data
was found to be 13.2 m, with any errors attributed to inherent
limitations in the available internet maps and conversions
between coordinates. When considering the measured signal
arrival time differences on real data, the system showed an
average error of only 40.2 m. The analysis of the results,
coupled with the high accuracy of the system, provides strong
motivation for further improvements, including extending the
functionality to three-dimensional space and exploring new
computational methods to enable object localisation during
motion. These results highlight the potential of the system
for practical applications in various domains.
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